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Sunsets
Michael Chin

I come from the city of Possibility, in the state of Mind. The population of this city varies
a great deal from day to day. Sometimes I'm not sure if I live there, or if I ever did. I like to think
it his my home, though, for it is certainly a good place-a magical place, even, if one is inclined
to believe in such things.
It was in Possibility where I once met a girl. I won't describe her physically for two
reasons. First, it is possible that you have seen her outside of Possibility. If you were, then, to
recognize her from my words about the perfect curves that were her cheeks or the perfect turns
that twisted her hair, you might be able to steal her away from my memories, trapping her in
one of the many cities of the Real. My second reason for not going into detail about her
appearance is that she really was not physically remarkable in such a way that I could describe
with words. In Possibility, such appearances are not necessary. She was a girl who might have
had snot in her nose at times, or worn the crust of dirt on the bottoms of her feet, from walking
w ithout shoes. She was human, and had no need to be more than this in order to steal my heart.
Hearts fly quickly in my home city. Having spent much of my childhood in cities of the
Real, elders had exposed me to the idea that a heart is not something with which one should
part easily. Second to the wallet, I learned it was perhaps the most essential item to protect from
the fingers of pickpockets. However, in Possibility there has long existed a class of people so apt
at the theft of hearts that any security measures are inadequate. They can pick a lock off of a
heart in seconds, and reduce a steel chain to dust if it stands in their way. In Possibility, we call
these people girls.
Ladies. Women. Sluts. Prostitutes. These are names oft applied to these girls in cities of
the Real. In Possibility we call them girls because that is what they could be-just girls with a
magnetism for a good man's heart-not a conscious will to steal the heart away. Even in the city
we know that it naive to think this way-but we set that knowledge aside. Selective
consciousness is the basis for much of our happiness.
The girl's name was Emma and had spent much of her life moving from place to place,
but I suspect that when I met her it was not her first time in Possibility, or at least not the first
time she'd been seen there. Indeed from the moment I heard her voice, heard her laugh, saw her
eyes-I knew that she was a girl who had been through our city a great many times.
So taken by this girl was I, that I did not hesitate in inviting her to join me for coffeeskipping even the most brief formalities of early courtship that we generally practice in
Possibility. Much to my delight, she came along, equally uninhibited.
We sat on opposite sides of a circular table, my cappuccino warming my already sweatbathed palms. Emma sipped her hot chocolate with the great care of a child, dreading the
prospect of singing her tongue with that hot liquid. It was there that she told me of her life-the
mountains she'd seen, and fields where she'd made love. She spoke of the family for which she
cared so deeply, but from which she was estranged at the time. She spoke of possibilities
realized in her past, as well as the opportunities she had allowed to slip from her hands, into the
blackness of unrealized potential.
I, in tum, told the girl about my life. I fear that my tales lacked the beauty of hers-or
perhaps I merely lacked the appropriate tongue with which to tell them. Nonetheless, I had had
far less experience in the cities of the Real, where all of the best true stories develop. My

anecdotes from a life lived in Possibility seemed childish-though she listened with a great
interest that I can only say she might not have feigned.
It was acceptable for her to feign interest, because if she took the care to put forth such a
fa<;ade, it must have meant that she cared about me. When the stories were finished, I offered to
walk her h?me. She insisted that we continue our discourse at my abode. Such things are
possible in my hometown.
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We did not talk along the journey home, but it was not the sort of awkward silence that
so often stifles men and women in cities of the Real. We were surrounded by the quiet of
thought-pleasant thoughts made all the better because we both surmised that our thoughts
were mutual. They were pretty thoughts, which did all they could to manifest themselves. My
right hand slid from outside the cover of my coat pocket. Her arms unfolded, and her left hand
swung out in the open air. Soon those hands collapsed upon one another, forming an imperfect
ball of flesh and bone that was the physical expression of every idea running through our
minds. The ball swung back and forth, like an aimless wrecking ball sailing through the air. We
destroyed nothing.
Our fingers remained intertwined all throughout the night, keeping sweaty palm against
sweaty palm. I forgot my right hand, though, as my left explored the terrain of her wonderful
hair, and then felt the smooth hot surface of her back while I kissed her upon my bed.

Oh, how we kissed. I considered closing my eyes, so that I could focus on the feel, and
the sound, and the scent, and the taste of sweet Emma. But then I hated to rip my vision away
from that girl. I hated those briefest instants when I so much as blinked, for those were
moments when I was removed from the sight of her skin. She whispered that she loved me, and
all that I c~uld reply was that I felt the same as we came closer and closer to melting into one
another. Finally, I could not tell where I ended and she began, as I mentally blessed Possibility
for allowing me to meet this girl.
Emma fell asleep before I did, and snored softly, resting her head on the pillow of my
chest. I don't know how many hours I lied there, only watching her. Time moves differently in
Possibility, and a minute can seem to last for days, while a month might move on with the
urgency of a second. Lying motionless with that girl, I had thoughts of rising early so that I
could wake her with the sight of fresh-picked flowers, or perhaps the aroma of fresh-cooked
breakfast.
I do not know when my thoughts merged with dreams as I faded into slumber. I recall
seeing roses and pancakes in the eye of my mind, before waking to find myself alone.
That was the last that I saw of Emma.
I had been ready to offer Emma more than flowers and food. I was prepared to extend
her my body, my soul, my labor, my writing, my life-whatever she might desire to take from
me. Yet when I awoke I found that she had not lingered in my bed. Nor had she even lingered
within the city. Emma disappeared without a word of goodbye, and only took my heart with
her.
The city of Possibility is filled with artists-artists who can paint sunsets with colors
more beautiful than most men have ever seen, because sunsets that offer these hues only exist in
the eyes of men from this city in this state of Mind. The city of Possibility has many writerssome who write poetry and others prose. I am among these writers. I spend my days writing
about girls I wish I could know both inside and outside of this city-and girls who I wish would
come back to Possibility.

%e Survivor's IJale
6y gabriel Jloff

'Utile at. a moderately interesting
Party. After the dinner
'
And before the pretty girls
Were drunk enough to be friendly,
From the shadows,
IT arrived.
Dark as a panther,
It crouched, awaiting its prey.
This cake was devilishly intelligent,
(For That is the power of
raspberry.)
The fire within burned
Bright red and purple, but
The blood was not yet spilt.
Like the others, I had not guessed
The true identity of this
Highwayman in daylight, this
Chocolate Beast camouflaged in
Assumed mediocrity.
I remember,
I remember that magnificent night.
A shudder earthquakes down my
spme
As I recall hearing:
"I don't like cake."
And then, the terrible words:
"Just
Try
It."

The silver blade cut.
Slowly it had sliced.
Lovingly, as torture,
The beast split,
Open to the world.
It did not cry out.
The glinting trident, taken in hand,
Had sectioned off a piece, heavy
With lust, and had placed it
To the unknowing tongue.
Electric!
The papillae, lit,
Sent the message, screaming,
Tearing from axon to dendrite
'
To the parietal lobes:
THE CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY
DEMANDS SACRIFICE!
By my own eyes, I swear,
The innocent was stunned,
Catatonic. Her eyes wide,
Her limbs frozen.
The beast
Had found its victim,
It pounced
From the disguised countertop
clutter,
It sunk
Its claws gleefully into her,
It bit,
Its jaws, its razor fangs,
Tore into her flesh of defeat
'
Brought the blood of resistance
Spurting forth,
Hot, Red,
And Delicious.

That writhing bloody mess,
Becoming the death
Of any will against
The Passion,
Became motionless
On the floor.
A dark energy, a new blood, a fire
Then rose through her.
Her skin burned and turned black,
Caught on her tender tinder,
It became a conflagration of need.
She stiffened, a naked banshee,
A lusting succubus,
An addict.

***
That night we all writhed
In it's dark flames,
Twisting feverish
Upon the coals
In our mad dance .. ·
The beast inside.
Yet, that first victim,
Target of the full furious fire,
Possessed by that flame,
I never saw again.

She plunged into the beast
As it plunged into her.
A firestorm of red chaos,
Consuming each other,
Consummating their desire.

These demons of sensation
Guarding such pain,
Such taunting sacrilege
So hellish, beautiful, that
Pleasure, that
Desire, that
Power, that
Fire.

We gaped, stunned by the fire,
The awesome sight.
···And then we looked to the beast
Again, gloating in triumph,
And
We
Burned.

That love of the moment,
That dark freedom,
That
Raspberry
Chocolate
Cake.

Steve Miller

Rose. Red

I think there are little people

The Dream
I feel sacred and scared
That the soft stone's sinking
Dragging me down
Alii see is
Shimmering and wavering
I'm coming up too fast,
and I can't breathe
breathing in the water
Fading into consciousness
Drowning in a dream
And creatures all around me
That I can't see
And I can't breathe
And I am free
And I can't breathe
And I am free
--Elijah Hibit

that pull on my eyelids
and squeeze my intestines
and make me afraid
or maybe they just
move my mouth
to smile (they strain).
How ironic that what
I fear is microscopic
but monstrous.
If I opened up
the earth would
swallow me whole
and keep me in its
depths of six or so
People are saying I
don't eat
and wi II soon
disappear
They probably wouldn't believe
if I said that I was
caving inward
on my emptiness
by carrie braman
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Pillow

The saddest thing
about your leaving
is afterward,
when I put your pillow on the floor.
Because I know how long
it will have to stay there. ·

-Andrew Campbell

The Geneseo Zoo
By Ashley Wilson

I remember the nightly creak of the swinging iron gates outside The Geneseo
Zoo, alerting the inhabitants that the head keeper had locked up and was headed home
for the evening. We always listened intently for his evening departure. I would remain
tightly wrapped around my branch-the red cast of heat lamps offering the only light.
In my younger days, I lived in the snake house at The Geneseo Zoo. We were the
wisest few. I say that with confidence because many of us had been there longer than
any giraffe or flamingo, and the turnover rate at The Geneseo Zoo was rapid. Ori
average, most inhabitants only lasted four or so years. None of us were really sure
where they went afterwards. Rumor had it that they entered a world beyond iron bars,
safety glass, and amazingly life-like artificial habitats.
The Geneseo Zoo had an excellent reputation. We called it TGZ for short. The
head keeper traveled far and wide, telling prospective animals and their human
Watchers what a prominent zoo he ran. I had never seen the head keeper, but he
thought we were really neat and praised us all across the country. TGZ had earned
many top awards for its quality captivity. We loved making our head keeper so proud.
The exiting of the head keeper was the signal for all to relax. No more Watchers
would visit until nine o'clock the next morning at the earliest. The monkey house,
which was infamous for its crazed night-time antics, would begin to stir. They were the
biggest bunch of nocturnal acting non-nocturnals I had ever witnessed. Those monkeys
sure had chips on those hairy shoulders of theirs. Ape, spider monkey, baboon,
chimpanzee .. .it didn't matter which you were as long as you had been initiated into
one of their exclusive brotherhoods. The Watchers were always impressed with this
rowdy house and the playful unity among the different species of monkeys. But, there
was a hidden side to the monkey house brotherhoods. New inhabitants were their
prey, and they exposed these innocents to the ills of zoo-life.
We always eagerly awaited the arrival of new inhabitants. Many of the fresh
animals, as we liked to call them, had a difficult time adjusting to TGZ life. For the
majority of fresh animals who just couldn't cut their first year, Windex and the monkey
house brotherhoods were the sources of their downfall. The exact story escapes me
now, but I'll try my best. A long time ago in TGZ, a young kangaroo discovered the
secret powers of the magic blue juice. By taking a few laps of this while the Watcher in
charge of upkeep of the amazingly life-like artificial habitats had his back turned, this
privileged kangaroo became the most famous animal in TGZ history and changed life in

captivity forever. He learned firsthand that magic blue juice causes any animal, even
the most reserved elephant or emu, to lose all inhibitions and act as stupid and carefree
as a dodo bird. It became an addicting game to see who could fool the Watchers, drink
the most Windex, and repeat. This was a common occurrence in all the animal houses
but the monkey houses were particularly fond of the drink. The Watchers called it
Windex. At TGZ we called it a good time.
The arrival of new inhabitants also brought hopes for some variety. Many
animals were either underrepresented or complete absent from the TGZ community.
TGZ did not have any zebras. There was no zoo policy on zebras ... no ban on zebras.
Where were they? Some inhabitants enjoyed the zebra free society we had created
while others were disgusted by the lack of diversity. The polar bears wanted nothing to
do with zebras. I really didn't understand why, and I'm not sure they truly did either.
Black is the only considerable difference between a polar bear and zebra, isn't it? The
head keeper was troubled by the absence of zebras in his fine zoo and had decided to
spend the next allowance on zebras alone. Sure, this meant that many beautiful swans
would go unnoticed, but a stripe-less zoo was certainly frowned upon.
Another issue of imbalance at TGZ was the ratio of female to male animals.
While the few males were ecstatic to see such disparity, the females often became
annoyed with their limited selection of potential mates. This disproportion of the sexes
in TGZ was the single greatest complaint among inhabitants.
There was a large population of inhabitants at TGZ that were not satisfiedspending hours dreaming not of freedom or reasonable male to female ratios but of
someday peaking out the iron bars of The San Diego Zoo. For some reason, this
bothered the inhabitants who viewed entering TGZ as their greatest achievement.
Many used their time at TGZ as simply a stepping stone to higher institutions of animal
internment. They were not awed by the pamphlets TGZ gave out to the Watchers,
justifying its esteemed status.
One day a young Watcher, unable to eat ice cream and hold a pamphlet
concurrently, had dropped her leaflet during the Watcher hours just below my
amazingly life-like artificial habitat. Through the glare of the glass, I could just barely
see the pictures on the front. Interestingly, I recognized the oasis fountain but not the
animals gracing the page. They sure looked delighted to be inhabitants of TGZ. Maybe
they lived on the other side of the park. Of course there was a lion front and center on
the pamphlet.
A good zoo is judged by its lions. If a lion could run with the best of them and
bellow a roar at a crowd that could be heard across the park, he was in. It did not
matter if he was not a pure breed, couldn't sign with the gorillas, or had no impressive
zoo history. A zoo needs brawn to compete for the Watchers' attention. TGZ searched
for the quickest and swiftest of them all. Some inhabitants were deeply upset that the
standards of excellence and selectivity that TGZ applauded itself so highly upon were
not applied to the competitive beasts. But alas, all zoos need their lions and TGZ was
no exception.

The Watchers paid big bucks to enter TGZ to see the lions and such. I often
heard them grumbling about the frequent hikes in admission price yet they continually
came regardless. Some entered with significant group discounts, because they were
associated with a given faction. Others got in free of cost with coupons issued by TGZ.
I once overheard a female Watcher discussing with her male Watcher friend how unjust
it was to expect hardworking, zoo-loving humans such as themselves to pay outrageous
entrance fees. TGZ's defense? The hikes supported the safety and training of all the
animals.
All the inhabitants at TGZ had trainers and instruction five days a week. The
instructors taught us entertaining tricks to perform in front of the Watchers. Some
despised the lessons. The elephants saw no use in the cutesy skills that to them
appeared more impressive than they truly were. Then there were inhabitants, the
gazelles for example, who relished the training for its own sake. To the gazelles, the
training was exactly what TGZ was all about. Learning how to obey orders, wow a
crowd, and communicate with fellow inhabitants (or even Watchers!) made life in
captivity worthwhile and meaningful. The snake house shared this belief. This
explained why most of us had no desire to escape our zoo-lives through Windex or
express apathy during instruction time. We never even bit our trainers. Well, maybe
once or twice by accident of course. We were there to fulfill our duties as inhabitants of
a prestigious zoo-to impress our Watchers, mind our trainers, and enjoy ourselves
along the way.
I miss my days in TGZ. Where am I now you may ask? In my very own
amazingly life-like artificial habitat in the San Diego Zoo. Hard work pays off.

Doty

Sean Amy

Midnight Before the Due Date
Sarah Grace Taylor

Current state of creativity: the upper half of an hourglass.
There are only these:
The eyes, the
flashes, yes, the thin black line, the
little skinny runner, always reaching safe before the letters can tag it. The
flashes, green on brighter green for distraction of conversation, even across
this distance! Distraction? Yes,

The ears, the
unmetered rapping, the plastic raindrops sound and my fingers the cloud. The
unmetered pounding below, the overextended hamstrings ascending a staircase up and
up and

The mouth, the
lingering taste of beef ramen noodles on the middle and back of the tongue, the
fingertip caught between teeth, the

Ears, the
watery symphony twelve feet and two walls away; push silver handle to conduct. The

Hands, the
hasty mid-stanza manicures, the
little fishies in and out of a brunette coral reef, tied back again and then again, the
back scratchers, neck crackers, keyboard rhythm section, the
Sand has descended to the lower half of the hourglass.

Brian Sweeting

How Lucky am I?
Peter Howser
The grass is always greener,
on the other cliff;
I learned this licking
blackberry juice out of my mother's
cloud covered bowls.
Whirring car engines fly by,
jealous of our time away,
as they needle their way
to work on such a warm
summer day: poor bastards.
Yet finally I realized,
while choking on a seed,
that I needle with
the best of them, every
day, in the same way,
so how lucky am I?

Identity
Samh Gm:eTqjlcr
Today, I caught a sliver of sunset
spilling in tl)rough the bottom of my window,
just a sliver, just one small taste of
purple, red, orange,
so I stood up and I craned my neck,
hoping to gather whole mouthfuls
of that radiant spillage across the horizon,
And as the sun drank its own light aw.:ty from the
sky,
you reminded me of who I am.
For even after this side of the earth
turned its face aw.:ty from light,
evety color that had just moments before
adorned the air v.ith visualluxmy and
disappeared,
held residence in my own flesh.
I am made of the same colors as the stmset.
This is who I am, your
Creation.
My face still stretched tow.:trd the sky,
v.ith two \\-ide-open hungty eyes
aying for nourishment,

Brian Sweeting

I w.lS fed by each light that fastened
itself to the vast darkness above me.
The moon hid he~.· face so I could
clearly see Orion shooting his bow, and
I felt if only I reached as far as I could,
those stars would follow me down and
tv.irl around my head like a crown,
each steady light telling its histoty,
the folklore of millenia.
And as I stood there as a
grasshopper before giants,
you ren1inded me of who I am.
For the distance between me and all those
lights
stretched beyond what I can breathe,
but their light shone on me still.
And though my eyes do not see your light
as they perceive evety flickering glow in the
sky,
you are so near to me that I can breathe
more,
for the air itself rejoices in your presence,
and your grace spills out on me
faster than the light of those stars.
This is who I am, your
Child.
You held me there, as you alw.:tys do,
filling up more senses than I knew I
possessed,
pouring more into me than
this corporeal shell could hold all at once,
And as it all grew and flooded out of me
you reminded me of who I am.
For any an1ount of
love, strength, undet·standing, or faith
that I an1 capable of
is given to me by your own hand.
E vet-ything that is wrong in me, you destroy,
and all that is good in me is owned by you.
This is who I am,
Yours.

Kristine Wolcott
Why

Etiquette
Breathes stale air
In the coil of circular reasoning
Her hands are lovely
But without accomplishment
Her dress speaks of form and order
But restricts the passage of oxygen to the lungs
If there is originality
Behind this face, judged by its likeness to others,
It is not apparent.
Her mansion has been constructed
With a three letter weakness
In its frame.

-Aiaina Maggio

A Dissertation on Blue and Red
Meg Vasey
Red knew this boy once. She knows that sounds cliche, but she didn't know him twice or three
times; she knew him once. She called him Blue. Red first fell in love with blue on a summer evening in
the movie section of a Wegman's grocery store. Red never thought that love happened at the
grocery store. She knew savings occurred (because the PA told her this repeatedly during her shop)
but she felt love was better suited for places like a
bench by the lake.
When Red moved her attention off of the neon lights flashing the new releases and onto
blue, she noticed that he had on green sneakers. Greenwas red's favorite color; she found the rest
to be rather bland. Red was attracted to Blue because he smelled of pleasant laundry detergent.
Red was always bad at making small talk so she did not attempt to speak to blue. Instead, Red took
advantage of supermarket jet streams. These are the low pressured gusts of room temperature
wind that often arise in aisles one, four , seven and the dairy section. She knew if she followed Blue
into any of these, his smell would encircle her like a hulahoop. She seriously considered doing so,
until she became distracted by the man with 1 glass eye behind the counter. Momentarily, Red
derailed from her train of thought to pursue such a fascinating item.
Blue felt detached on this particular Wednesday night. He was agitated because his
clothing was getting little balls of fuzz all over it. Red knew that this particular cloth related event
was called piling. Unfortunately, Blue had not met red yet , so he was still stuck describing the event
in its full. For the last fifteen minutes or so, Blue had been staring at the cover of "The Long
Goodbye". Blue felt that movies were more fulfilling than real life; he found that love was better
expressed cinematically. Blue had broken up with his girlfriend two days before. This had probably,
if not definitely, shaped his prior conclusion. This breakup , to Blue, was more agitating than his balls
of fuzz but less bothersome than the rumbling noise his car made every time he made a sharp left
hand turn. Blue was unaware that he was being followed by Red.
By the time blue noticed anyone around him, the only person who stood out was a girl who
seemed to be about his age. He thought to himself about smiling at her. It had been a long time
since he had smiled at any girl the supermarket; any retail store in general really. He was nervous
about being friendly. Very quickly Blue played a short reel in his head of Humphrey Bogart smiling at
a dame. He manufactured a similar look and glanced back at Red. Red was lost in an attempt to make
eye contact with the one non glass eye of the clerk. Blue was unaware that Red kept a human sized
cutout of Humphrey Bogart next to her bed when she slept.
Their love had been intercepted by a glass eyeball.

Hypothetically, it was the perfect romance.

Blue's bedroom smelled like the record store Red would shop at on the 6th and 21st days
of each month. Mondays blue wore loosened ties scattered with the design of tiny martini glasses

and pimento olives. Red was fascinated by pimento olives. She liked to squeeze out the little red
tubes and save them for last. Blue had six pairs of Red's favorite sneakers and even had an excerpt
from Breakfast of Champions on his wall. Red admired Kilgore Trout. Kilgore Trout, she often
explained, looked like this:

Red had the same color and style of hair as Blue's fantasy comic book girlfriend. Red knew
every lyric to the Smith's song that blue played on repeat every time it rained for
more than a half hour. Red was an expert at making Reubens, which Blue (not being one for food
preparation) always ended up having to go out and pay for at restaurants. Reubens, Blue often
attempted to explain to his mother, should look like this:

They live in the same town, only streets away. Red often dreams of someone who can take her
as an entree and turn her into a full course meal. Blue often hopes that soon someone will take him
as a lyric and finish him as a song. Not all stories have happy endings. Not all stories have endings at
all.

Jeff DeBellis

A Gentleman and a Scholar
"Feminism today is really masculinism.
Women want to be men, and they want men to be women." - My dad
We got into the conversation when he told me he was reading another philosophy
book. A masculinist in its purest sense, I asked rhetorically, though of course I knew the
answer, "Have you read any female sages recently?"
He fumbled. Not that he would ever be cowered into spellbinding by his wet behind
the ears twenty year old daughter, but he thought for a moment to come up with a sharp
answer could further prove that his masculinist understanding of the world was not
inherently unjust. "One of the books I read mentioned St Theresa of Avila," he answered,
"and another Saint Theresa."
"No Dad, I know that women are revered for their saintly devotion to others. But
have you read anything from sage women with brains?"
"Women's wisdom is different from man's wisdom. That would be an entirely
different book." He quipped smartly.

"How do you know that?" I begged.
"Because women's whole nervous system is wired differently from men's. They're
physiologically different. Their thinking processes are entirely different. Their fantasies are
different. The structure of their hopes and desires and the world they construct for
themselves is entirely different from men's." I was puzzled at how he had the nerve to tell
me this after we'd been discussing things eye-to-eye for years. He was not just insulting me,
but he was telling me that there was no way I could ever attain his definition of wisdom,
knowledge and understanding, and I could never contribute to his conversation. How then
could I ever have learned anything from him, I thought of asking. How was he able to teach
me how to drive, if his understanding of life is intrinsically different than mine? Where was
the cut-off as he imagined it between gendered wiring and the human mind? Was my mind
eternally limited by the constraints of my gender?
"Are you kidding, dad? Give me an example."
"For example," he went on, "it's a man's fantasy to be independent and free, driving
down the highway with nobody holding him down."
"How do you know that's not a woman's fantasy?"
"It's the facts oflife, Janine .... " And he went on to explain for me men's desire for
power and independence and women's desire long-term bonds and emotional security. I
thanked him for explaining to me the limits of my own mind, but insisted that all this
philosophical garbage was his attempt to justify, rationalize, his personal insecurity with
women as active thinkers and competitors in his line of work. He objectifies women for their
bodies and clothes, I said, and he is incapable in his present philosophy of ever taking women
seriously as business associates.
"Are you saying that women should just stay home and cook and clean, looking pretty
and thin being the embodiment of virtue?"
"No, they're not the embodiment of virtue."
"So, you're saying they should just be pretty and thin?"
"That's what they want to do, Janine--except maybe you, and that's fine if you don't
want to play that game. Most women get power out of being pretty and thin. Men are the
lookers, and women are the dressers: I didn't invent the system, but it's certainly been in
place all my life. You act as if I am the first man who ever looked at women that way. You
think women wear sexy skirts, high heels and make up for their health? They dress that way
to be noticed. And not by other women-by men. Not that they want men necessarily to do
anything about it," he said in aphorism, "but they like to get looked at that way."
I felt silenced. Was the only way I was to get noticed philosophically by dressing up
in stupid sexually objectifying clothing? Something had to be wrong here. Are you telling me
that my primary place in the world is to be looked upon? Defined by others? You've taught
me too much for that, Dad. You've allowed me too much time and space for thought for me
to fall into that rut at twenty. I've ventured too far into the forbidden gender territory to stop
at the lines of being so simply defined.

"Look Janine, if you don't want to dress like that, that's fine. But you can't change
everyone, especially a system that's been in place for years .. .! wish you weren't such an
angry feminist ... "
"Dad, are you saying that because I am a female and have a different opinion from
yours that I am an angry feminist?" I started to get angry for the first time.
"No, just take things more lightly. You're in college and it's a woman's world now.
You can be a scholar during the week and wear skirts on Saturday night. All the power is in
your hands." He hesitated a bit, and I listened on. "You've disappointed your old dad," my
lively father tried to conclude in mirth and affection. "How did my daughter ever become
such a big feminist?" he asked, again, rhetorically.
"Maybe you told me to read too many books. Maybe you shouldn't have told me to
look at everything so critically, or that I could analyze anything as closely as I wanted. If you
didn't want me to be such a feminist, maybe you should have told me to be mesmerized by
more television, and not to study hard in school because some day I'd only be dependent on
someone else's brains anyway."
"Is that what your college is teaching you, that thinking critically is being a feminist?
I'm fine with women. Women just have to quit trying to be men. In this country, women
think they need to act like men in order to be treated what you call equallywith men-and I
think equal is a fuzzy word, but that's another story. They don't have this problem in other
countries. Women can be women and men can be men. Feminism today is really
masculinism. Women want to be men, and they want men to be women."

fanine Giordano

I Laugh When Men Are in the Room
They drink in a poorly lit room as baked beans harden on the stove.
They crouch with open legs on the edge of a futon or a wall.
And talk with wet lips.
The orange sun is at the top of the ceiling. I wonder if they feel it setting in their bodies
I get dizzy staring into the candle flame hearing from far away their shouts about work or
no work, sex or dreams of sex.
I want my nights to be like this.
They are not hurt or scared or angry. No. They laugh about trips and highs.
I know their chorus of curses and the fast smiles and firm handshakes teach them who
they are
And when they are alone and look into their drooping eyes and see the boys they once
were in the mirror, they see part of it, but not all.
And in those times, they remember
when everyone was laughing or silent
one of them held his bottle with a twitching hand and a sigh was really a choke.

I see it all.
Peering out between my fathers legs, or in a chair
when he wants to swing his arms to the sound of his words,
my reflection in their beer bottles.

fan Kain Amato

Jeff DeBellis

On and On Forever

words fall short
only when i speak them; had
another breath born them, then
you'd believe.

Bob Fischer

The Banality of Evil
Andrew Campbell
For eleven weeks or so I was a Nazi
in a play about the Shoah.
First he took over my voice,
and in rehearsals I barked his words,
following the orders, the directions, of the script,
over and over and over;
then my body, and when I first stepped into the room in my uniform and swastika
the director recoiled in such horror she couldn't talk, she froze.
I swallowed deeply and walked up to her,
the tight leather boots pulling at my skin and clicking and thumping in beat as I strolled
across the wooden floor
until I stood in front of her, her eyes moistened over
and me, proud, tall, handsome, and grinning.
She had to see me in costume.
The costume designer said so,
I was only following the orders of the costume designer;
and then my hair, my brown ordinary hair
was attacked with three boxes of dye, and what should I have done?
Protested? Said no?
They wanted to give me an unnatural strawberry blonde look,
a sickly Aryan look,
a look would fool anyone if they saw a picture of me in my uniform.
In my boots, my swastika,
my blonde hair.
So of course I did it.
It's funny, how these simple elements: fabric, hair dye, leather, steel,
can make up such an evil;
how in putting on these garments and changing the pigment of my hair
I became the greatest evil in human history.
How much can you know about yourself until you've dyed your hair blonde
and shouted out Judenschwein!
and goose-stepped and spat and threatened the cowering with heavy black wooden
batons?
It is terrifying what those words, what a play,
a swastika sewn on a stiff shirt sleeve, a Lugar tugging down your belt,
a pair of olive green gloves tucked beneath the leather strap,

a black eagle with its wings outstretched or a silver skull and crossbones,
what a box of hair dye
can do to you.
I cut the l~st of my Nazi out of my hair
two months after the play ended,
long after the last of the ashes had been spilled and kicked across the stage.
But those words still linger from time to time, those terrible words,
all the times I shouted out Jewish Dog! and Drecksau!,
that sick maniacal laughter and the harsh assault of a piercing steel whistle, cold
between my lips,
and I still see myself in my uniform, standing tall and handsome,
proud and smiling, like any soldier,
like any one would be,
and I am forced to live with the guilt
of all the things the play
showed me I could have been.

Steve Miller

•

Between the father and his son a sea
Of decades grey slapped as they
Stood floating driftwood words, strove
to convey
In subtle ways their disconcerting
needs.
Shored on isolation were youth and
seniority.
-Greg Fair

slap
Angela Galletta
reality of you is grating
every word smacks
sticks and stones
are only skin deep
can't I change my mind?
I thought I wanted harsh truth
just skim the water
thicker than water
surface is
as deep as I want
to go
with you

Sometimes the Radio is mean
Alaina Maggio

An involuntary hum
Harmonizes familiar notes
Your eyes,
Unbidden,
Flash twice in the darkness
Unbroken blue beneath the ice
My eyelids close to protect
Warmer brown hues that do not relish
Tears frozen by association
Memory is not half the fortress
Of history;
You may dart through it freely

Kristine Wolcott

Princely Charm
Emily Smith
Fresh rain sizzles on the newly cleansed pavement,
The yellow sun engulfs me as I make my way out of my
hiding,
My long legs deliver me to my destination,
Carrying me to the life-filled pond where my feast awaits.
My bulging eyes observe all that surrounds me,
Making out every solitary movement.
Far ahead my goal is still exceedingly clear,
I mingle with the Earth,
Sharing it's many brilliant colors,
So as not to be seen.
My legs leave the underlying ground,
I see smooth sloping skin unlike mine,
My enemies know that touching me is forbidden,
As my skin is death ridden.
Alas! I reach my goal,
The water laden vicinity that I had been envisioning,
Lay clear ahead of me.

I regard the realm of land brimming with
water,
Observing carefully each motion before me.
I capture the flying objects in my open mouth,
More and more until I feel ready to burst.
I retreat back to my hiding place from the
burning sun,
But what is this that is happening?
Gradually coming closer to me.
Our heads touch and everything changes,
I rise up higher, touching the sky as never
before.
No longer is my hideaway dark and gloomy,
But instead a palace stands before me,
Awaiting my presence.
My legs carry me swiftly,
Awkward no more,
As they had been so often before.
I look into the penetrating sun,
Now content with my surroundings,
And continue on my journey.

"For Spilt Milk"
By Pete Lobczowski
Dear Mom, .
I'm sorry for throwing
the milk on the floor.
I know it was bad to do.
I guess I'll be goingI'm living next door.
This note is my goodbye to you.
When I asked for a drink
and you said there was none
I knew you were only faking.
But why would I think,
when it's dry when it's done,
that milk is used for baking?

So I took out the jug
and I was so mad
that I dumped the milk out on the floor.
You said I was smug,
which I guess means bad,
when I said "Now there is no more."
So now I'll be leaving.
It's been lots of fun.
I'm sure that I'll be OK.
I know you are grieving
the loss of your son,
but I might come back some day
Love,
Pete

Steve Miller

A Different Kind of Conversing
Jane Liu
" ... !\ND NOW, LIVE FROM MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, WWF
SMACKDOWN!" Every time I hear those words, as my brothers sit in front of the television, I
feel nostalgic. My Grandpa Gung-Gung used to watch wrestling every Saturday morning. It
was so frustrating how he always woke up earlier than my brother and me to watch his shows. I
hated wrestling and it wasn't until lately that I discovered the ketchup-stains dripping from Hulk
Hogan's nose weren't real. I could never watch for more than five minutes before running off to
complain to my parents how I wanted to watch my cartoons, how unfair it was. And of course,
as a typical Asian family, we respected our elders and weren't quick to speak, a part of my
culture in which I needed constant reminders, so my efforts were in vain. The same thing
applied after school. My hour of cartoon shows was cut short half an hour because Gung-Gung
had to watch his Hawaiifive-0. The thing that flustered me the most was the fact that he didn't
speak English at all. Most of the time, he sat and watched these shows with a blank expression,
making a comment here and there about a car-chase or clapping his hands when the villain was
finally caught. We all know the good guy always wins. The only show we probably agreed on
watching together was McGuyver, now that was some good TV.
Regardless of this constant internal feud I had with my Gung-Gung, he was good for
many things. Every morning, he brought me to school only a block away from my house. When
we walked, it was always silent. No one talked. However, he always teased me and squeezed
my hands and knuckles together until I cried mercy. I tried the same to him but his hands were
so much bigger than mine. Those were times in which we laughed. And with a peck on his
cheek, I walked up the steps, looked back one more time and bid him farewell until I saw him
again 8 hours later. He picked me up from school and usually this is when we talked. It wasn't a
real conversation. For example, sometimes he asked me how to say certain things in English and
I'd laugh at his poor attempts to say them, "Howey muchee?" is what I taught him to say when
he purchased cigarettes.
A few years later, a lot changed. He no longer lived with us but with my aunts who
moved relatively close to us. I was in fifth grade. We were all moving along. And my GungGung was diagnosed with lung cancer. My family spent a lot of time at the hospital-except for
me. He was going to get better. Good people always win; there is going to be a happy ending.
Every time I saw him, he looked different. Some hair loss, he will get better, hair always grows
back after a hair cut. I heard some vomiting, he will get better, I remember vomiting when I got
the flu, I got better the next day. He looks so thin, nothing is wrong with being thin; I wish I
were thin ...
My mom picked me up from school as usual, "Mommy, you look so cool with those
sunglasses!" running to her with open arms and a bright smile. "Cool?!? Gung-Gung passed
away!" she barked right back at me. What was I supposed to say to that? We walked back
silently. It was the longest 5 minutes of my life. This was all wrong, where was the happy
ending? When I got home, I turned on the T.V. and watched my cartoons.
My other Grandpa Ye-Ye who lived in Chinatown also loved watching television. Now
that I think about it, I liked his television better. His "television" was different, most importantly
it was real. It made sense. It wasn't about the happily ever after, it was life. With a cigar or
pipe in his mouth, he spent hours seated on a hard wooden chair, looking out the window from

the second floor. When I went to visit Grandmama and him after church, I would always find
him seated there watching his "television." They had an old SONY but I never turned it on to
watch just because no one seemed to ever use it at all, as if it were forbidden. No one could tell
him to get up and leave his seat. If you wanted to see what was going on outside, you would
have to wait your turn. He was hot tempered and hard of hearing after serving in WWII. He was
easily frustrated. I think all of my cousins have experienced his wrath, with the exception of me.
My Dad always told me that he has never heard him complain about or criticize me for anything.
I was scared of him but my compassion for elders was stronger than my fear of getting
reprimanded by him. And anyway, my Grandmama loved it when I visited. For the most part,
we never talked much. It was much better when my cousin came and played with me.
Sometimes it was fun to watch my brother get yelled at by Ye-Ye for horsing and running
around too much. I listened to my Grandmama share stories about another rat she caught
yesterday since my limited Chinese didn't enable me to carry a conversation for too long.
Anyone that has been to New York City knows that rats aren't the ordinary rats you see
everyday. NYC rats, especially those in Chinatown are the size of cats, no exaggeration. Just
close your eyes and picture the scariest rat that you could imagine. Then magnify it 3 times.
You got yourself a rat, NYC style. I was given the privilege of seeing a rat that size once.
Though at the rate and time Ye-Ye spent watching the window, he's probably seen a couple of
dozen or so.
I wasn't that close to my Ye-Ye because we never had a real conversation, ever. He
never brought me to school or offered me any money to buy some candy. It was an unspoken
relationship based on assumptions and what I saw before my eyes. He was a quiet man whom I
was never able to read. I never knew what he was thinking or what I could do to make him show
some emotion. Though this one time my cousin and I were eating a snack, getting up from his
chair, slippers shuffling against the floor, he came up to me and squeezed my cheeks with a
smile, "Hi! How are you?" I screamed with excitement and he laughed at me. No language
barrier! He speaks my language! That was perfect English? He spoke English? I found out later
that it was probably the only line he remembered how to say from the WWII since he was
surrounded by American soldiers- so much for communicating. Well at least the man knows
how to smile, laugh and surprise!
Around the time we found out about my Gung-Gung's diagnosis, we were struck with the
same news for my Ye-Ye. Gung-Gung died. Ye-Ye died. We were praying for their salvation
for awhile and they were very stubborn people. I was actually happy to hear that both of my
grandfathers accepted Christ into their lives before they breathed their last breath. I proudly
shared this kind of news in Sunday school to break that awkward silence, the kind where
everyone stares at the desk. I was happy; I understood what my memory verse meant:
"Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you have received it and it will
be yours" Mark 11:24. This also means that I was going to see them in Heaven! They were
always filled with surprises. Was this the happy ending? The bloodshot eyes of my family
reminded me that I should be sad; not happy, at least not now. So for the next week or so, Jane
was not a happy person.
"Jane, do you want to go?" It was time for the wake and the funeral. Not really, actually
no, I don't. I just gave a blank stare. "It might be too scary for her to handle," Mommy
whispered to my Dad. Scary? Why would it be scary? Scary would work if it meant I didn't have
to go. Look a little scared Jane, put on a sad face, a little more lip. Perfect. "Jane, you can stay
at church while we go okay? Be good." And with that I didn't go. At church my Sunday school

teacher asked me why I didn't attend the service and I said almost too quickly and defensively,
''I'm scared, it's too much for me to handle," then skipped away.
They loved me so much. Our relationship was so strong; we didn't even need to talk to
feel like we had the best conversation in the world. I understood them, I really did. And now I
understand .them even more, especially when my parents often say, "Jane, your resemblance with
Grandpa is uncanny; you've picked up all his bad habits like biting your nails." Sometimes, I've
come to acknowledge that I wasn't really scared.
Every time I visit their grave in upstate with my family, I wait for them to pay their
respects first and as they walk up the hill back to the car, I am always the last one to leave.
When their backs are turned, I always say silently, "I wish I could see you one more time ... I've
come a long way. You know you come to mind all the time, it's the strangest thing ... For once
the doctor didn't give me a lecture on nutrition. She was proud of me and I didn't have to hear
the dreadful word "overweight" slowly come out of her mouth. Oh yea, I'm studying to be a
teacher and hopefully a children's author one day. Would you be proud of me if you saw me
today? I think so. Maybe you'd even tell me straight to my face that you were." And with that, I
go skipping back up the hill to join the rest of my family who has learned to smile again.

November Stream

Jeff DeBellis

llpm at a Roadside Cafe

Hopeful daughters of disillusioned mothers
Sit rapt in conversation
With sons who simmer
Confident they will not fail as their fathers did
And settle into lives of mediocrity.
The street soaks up the moon.
Greg Fair

Reflections of Green
sap streuns,
filtering light
aoove viriclian shadows,
pale reflections
fall over deep hues
trapped in twists of bark
a spectrum of earth and seeds
moss on branches,
leaves shine over your shoulders,
the decaying lights and shadows,
Manet, Renoir or Degas
(I have forgotten)
shades of green stretch the canvass,
devouring vvithout collision.

HdlyYttl5

Steve Miller

Eve
Scratched and
scratched, digging,
all the while
wishing that
beneath would be
the one
who took her rib
and built a bridge
to better gardens.
Carrie Bram:m

s t even ' s song

cup s and bowl s, spoons
and ot her· concave
memories of marr i age
fi ll an emp ty house t hat was
a home. no more
reasons, expl anat i ons,
onl y s i gnatures rema in and so
he f ill s the hungr y spaces
with another woman' s
tongue.
he op ines t hat s he
i s mor e t han j ust a mout h,
but i t takes two
to f ill t he pi cture f r ame,
at l east until tomorrow: holl ow
hopes. she l eaves one hour shy
of midni ght , making
one mor e concave wound
fi lling space .

Bob Fi scher

invitation
Angela Galletta

you wanted a camera
just to capture one piece
funny you didn't want everything
you never do
that's just you
you said I was sunlight
shafts of warmth
shards of light
shades of gold
something precious
but moveable
so easy to manipulate
bend me to any shape
bend me to your will
i' d take it again
give you a smile for my death
hello darkness
don't strangle me now
although you have before
sunlight is easy to choke
I am fire now
and it's you who will be consumed

pabiot

i am a consumer

David Aloi

I look for the sale the clearance the free
to be the best shopper i can be
unceremoniously if i tried

i am a patriot

to not make it a ritual dance

an apathetic participant in a generation

around a new pair of jeans or pleated pants

deemed x

for i can't wait

expecting to find myself one day in a dive

to look back and say i wore those

perpetrating politics with no intent to fix

with the rip

the problems of which
the singer

i am a trip

who sings songs of things sings

my aunt tells me i'm funny sometimes

about things

but only up to a certain point

whereby my naivete has gotten the best of me

because then i cross the line into
"what the hell is he talking about" land

i am a warrior

where some people just don't understand

put here to fight fights

that my biggest vice is my mirror

where i can come up

and my voice is my most hated thing to hear

with only two different ways to cook eggs
while naming the u.s. presidents

i am lonely

but only up to hayes or maybe garfield

most of hte itme with big dreams and big

that is

wishes

because breakfast

that seem neither here nor nigh

is the most important meal of the day

but knowing that for each one person

and it's the one i skip

there is five hundred waiting anxiously in the
wings

i am catholic

to join them on stage to sing

by which i mean

a life of never-ending confetti

i saw my pastor

falling forever out of the sky

at the supermarket last tuesday and asked:
"hey pastor, how's the roof these days?"

i am a glutton

which made him break into tears

for punishment and a post-modern personality

and tell me that the church roof

all wrapped into this warped and whimsical

has been under construction for 25 years

idea of what it is to be me

so i genuflected the produce section
paid my homage to one mister Whitman
and was on my way

this is he.

Love Is ...
Admiring you from afar,
but not having the courage to talk to you.
Writing you love letters,
and then destroying them.
Whispering your name to myself
as I lie in bed at night.
Writing your name on parts of my body
that nobody can see
so only I know it's there.
Seeing Red when other guys talk to you.
Following you home from the bar
just to make sure you get there safely.
Sifting through your garbage
to find out what kind of shampoo you use
so if I ever talk to you I can say:
"Is that Eucalyptus-scented Pantene I smell?"
You will blush and nod your head.
You will be mine forever.

-Pete Lobczowski

Kristine Wolcott

Neuschwanstein Castle
Paige Palmateer
The majestic and ethereal spires rose from the snowy mountainside like the make-believe
castles in eyery fairy tale I had ever heard or read. I was standing in the entry way to one of the
most famous and beautiful castles in Germany. Having traveled to the city of Munich for the
week with my family, we decided to take a train ride through the snowy countryside to
Neuschwanstein Castle. It seemed as if we took a ride to the past as well. The land was dotted
with quaint farmsteads; smoke curling lazily from clay chimneys as the train plugged obliviously
onwards. Our trip to the past seemed complete as I caught a view of Neuschwanstein Castle
through the trees and felt like the Prince approaching the Castle where Sleeping Beauty lay. To
my surprise and delight, I later discovered that Walt Disney based the castle he built in
Disneyland on the design of Neuschwanstein Castle. The castle itself just evoked emotions of
awe, excitement, and anticipation, along with a healthy appreciation of just what it had taken to
build this magnificent marvel and how it would stand proudly in the mountains long after my
body was committed to the earth.
As I touched a stone in the wall, I felt transported back in time to when the Castle had
first been built. I think a little of this feeling can be attributed to the fact that Americans have no
real fairy tale structures, such as castles, in our country or our history. Being a relatively young
country compared with the rich history of Europe, I had never seen anything in the States that
came close to comparing with the remote grandeur of this glorious building. I also felt as if I had
glimpsed my childhood again, if only for a moment, as the castle was the manifestation of every
fairy tale my younger self had imagined true. It was everything I had ever expected a castle to
be.
The history behind the structure was just as interesting as its myriad features and themes
in each room. "Mad" King Ludwig II of Bavaria, Germany had built Neuschwanstein Castle.
He had ascended the throne at the young age of eighteen and promptly lost a war with the
Prussians and all interest in politics soon after that. The increasingly eccentric king built three
castles, Neuschwanstein being his favorite, but only partially completed. King Ludwig's
extravagance, homosexuality, and supposed mental illness alarmed the Bavarian government,
which led to his being declared officially insane in his bedroom in Neuschwanstein. A few days
later, on June 13 of 1886, the bodies of Ludwig and his physician were discovered drowned in a
nearby lake. It was never determined an accident or assassination, lending to the air of mystery
surrounding the castle. I was personally inclined to believe the latter, but I still got a delicious
thrill as the tour guide stated some thought the ghost of the mad king hunted the castle. This
castle had it all; the fairy tale appearance and the ghastly ghost gliding down the halls on moonlit
nights, bemoaning his watery fate.
The fantastic and intricate rooms ranged in style from Byzantine to Romanesque with
elements of Gothic added in to provide a myriad and exquisite atmosphere. The castle had been
one of the first in Europe to have running water, shipped in through pipes under the floor from
the lake. The kitchen seemed almost modem for being in a seventeenth century castle and we
were led through several secret passageways that just added to the allure of Neuschwanstein.
The most impressive interior room by far, however, was King Ludwig's personal bedroom. It
took fourteen carpenters almost five years to complete the woodwork I viewed that looked just as
beautiful now as it must have been newly completed. The tiniest detail was extraordinary, as his
bed resembled a hunt with deer and all other kinds of animals running through trees that formed

the corners of his bed. The opulence was doubled at the other end of the room as we viewed
Ludwig's bejeweled crown placed in the seat of his throne, which was equally as breathtaking
and encrusted with precious gems and elaborate gold patterns.
The outside surroundings of Neuschwanstein Castle were a perfect foil to the beauty and
opulence of it's interior. My family and I slide along icy paths hidden in the silent and snowy
woods to gain access to Mary's Bridge, where one could observe the best view of the Castle and
countryside. Icicles hung from the huge and regal pines as my breath made frosty puffs in the
crisp air. Our laughter as we attempted to traverse the treacherous trails was the only sound in
the silence. It seemed almost blasphemous to disturb the crystalline hush with our mirth. The
ambience of the atmosphere, even the air itself, felt as regal as the castle had been. The bridge
was a rickety affair and I felt the first gnawings of fear as I stepped out upon the eighty-foot
length, spanning a deep gorge, made only of rusted and see through steel struts swaying slightly
in the breeze from the mountains. Everywhere was all mountains and deep green pines sprinkled
with a frosty coat of snow sparkling in the sun. I then spied Neuschwanstein' s mock medieval
turrets rising into the air, lending an ethereal air to the gray mass dotted with windows below
them. The castle seemed a part of the rock that was its foundation; fashioned from stone rather
than built in blocks, such was its incredible beauty. Behind me was a forty-five meter waterfall
gushing from the hillside and providing a tinkling accompaniment to the musical chime of the
icicles swaying in the wind. I then made the mistake of looking directly below myself and
beheld the source of the deeper watery roar. Ice and snow coalesced then disappeared into a
whirlpool spinning a rainbow of colors into its wintry depths. The sight was breathtaking but I
grasped the rails tight as I envisioned plummeting through the air while that multicolored pool
gurgled and roared in triumph as it claimed me. Maybe King Ludwig was haunting
Marianbruecke (Mary's Bridge) as well as Neuschwanstein Castle!
Darkness had claimed the land as we stood entranced by the view of the castle and
surrounding mountains I had only seen before in fairytale books and movies. Moonlight now
lent a pale beauty and shadowy mystique to the exquisite architecture that beckoned while gloom
encroached in the form of clustering pines. We hurried down the path that led to the train stop,
the woods closing in now with mavolent darkness that brought me to the realization that this was
the farthest from civilization that I would ever be. Gleaming eyes blinked from the depths and
whispers floated through the air that could have been tree braches rubbing together or the
malicious snickers of evil dwarves. This forest was untamed and would remain so forever. It
wasn't difficult for me to imagine the Brothers Grimm gazing into its depths and seeing the
source of the scary aspect to all their fairy tales that emerged form their native country of
Germany. Passing the castle, I gazed up at its splendor a final time before committing the image
to memory forever. After my eyes are too filmy to gaze with fond remembrance on the beautiful
pictures I took, I have only to close my eyes and summon the images instantly that will forever
remain fresh and new in my mind.

Kristine Wolcott

Ode to a Carnation
Andrew Campbell

Oh, prostitute!
You harlot, trollop, floozy,
you concubine,
I see you!
I see you, you slut
of a flower.
I see you on all the girls' dresses at prom,
in all the cheap bouquets,
in plastic buckets at WalMart and Wegman's,
3for $0.99!
But you can't fool me.
I see through youpast your pathetic paper petals,
through your reds and yellows and whites,
and even your stem can't fool mel see you for what you are.
Oh, I've seen the way you get around,
believe me, I have.
And I've heard stories.
So don't think you can't get out of this one,
not even for an instant.
You,
you, carnation,
are nothing more than a slut.
The sluttiest flower in the basket.

Thir

erson

As the golden light pours low
soaking warm the panes of these vacant rooms
a lone girl leans intent
writing
careless of time of others
today a letter, intended to someone
but really useless, unsendable,
her sentiments unrelenting
numbed or blunted by
self-isolation.
I'll only pause a momentpeering with recognition
the oaken desks
the abandoned classrooms
her focused penwhen feeling my shadow
she'll glance behind
to smile; almost inviting,
glinting in the sun

I could pretend not to seeto turn away, to envision my footsteps
just another echoing hollow
down the darkened hallBut really Why pretend?
It's finally impossible:
I am the girl.
She is half of me if I'm not more, and
essentially the more vital half;
I can't cut her out like a tumor,
though I've tried
I can't starve her away like so much cellulite;
Even to feign blindness seems obsolete,
I'll never be able to walk away
But I gave up long ago,
trying to love this other self
her emptiness,
her depression, her regret,
unreliable at best and bordering on destructive;
self-absorbed, addictive
discarding of everything necessary,
tangible,
alive;
all for this unpromising trust
in ink
(Why should I love her?)
left only my impressions
and fading within the dimming hour.

Audrey McLendon

A Questioning Education Major

Today I saw a child and it startled me
And it startled me that I was startled,
For in all my natural environments there have
Always been children.
Though a college is a place
Without very many
(Of course, there are people who are
Immature.
But that is not the same as being a child,
No, Not the same at all.)
So when I saw this child
A near-extinct bird
You'd come across suddenly
On a walk in a park,
He was unaware
and wide-eyed, As I
Smiled in wonder of him,
and in sadness,
Feeling a void I hadn't known was there.
My heart strained
Tightly in my chest-As tightly as his mother's
grasp about his tiny fingers.
For this is a big place
Where there's only books with no pictures,
And the analyzing of poems,
never-ending, cold, and wrong,
makes me think that if I was home,
Melissa would say, "I like your pen--it's pretty."
& Michael would beam proudly,
"That says 'And!"'
(It really says 'anachronism,'
But I don't correct him,
for I can't disappoint him
At a moment where I'd really just like
to kiss his cheek and laugh).

I am going to this college
To learn to be a teacher.
It could work,
but I'm not sure that is where
I am meant to be.
My friends are girls
I look at and know
They have it in them
To be wonderful teachers of the young.
Essential in their growing-Second mothers even.
They will be cherished and remembered
Years down the line as a blurred face,
Smelling of crayons and Elmer's glue,
A foundation of tenderness & discipline &
Of course, the single source of all
information
In the whole wide world.
I do not have this in me.
Not as naturally as they.

r d rather the delightful job
Of sitting back and watching
them giggle,
And drawing all over the walls,
And picking up an ant in wonder,
Staring at it crawling up & over, under &
around ...
Yes, this is what I would like to do.
No teaching, or disciplining,
Or basis of their early growthOthers can do that.
i want only to watch and learn from them.

Jessica Allen

Dandelion Lotuses
·I'm flat footed because I'm down to earth
I have halitosis because I prefer a small group of friends
I have big hands because I like big boobies
I talk out of the side of my mouth because I don't like being
too direct
I have an overbite because I'm protective
I'm gassy because I enjoy my privacy
I believe because I believe in believing
-Grant Gordon

Ed Antkoviak

PHILOMELA
Auch:ey McLendon

You were right
Mother
Soak it in Scotch
With wine in the cupboard
Or whichever Tequila
Gin, Whisky
Will make it through your day
I've painted my
smile for
22 years
even in this
suffocating dark
and there's
Nothing your
Splintered glass
Heartbeat can
Dotomenow
Mother
I use your best stationary
to write
Always the Best
you taught me
never to settle
along with all
women are sluts
and plates are meant to be shattered
as are lives,
Really because
who gives a fuck
what's "real"
when the reality on the kitchen counter

was terminally
your rose-scented
watermarked
perfectly scripted
perfunctorily sent
letters, sycophantic
it's enough to make
one jealous, frankly
they all were
"Bless her heart"
and who could care anyway
beyond the momentary flutter of
gossip;
I'm tired of blame
Mother, Give me back my tongueThe art of concealment is cowardice.

By Katie Steinnagel
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She sat in Ella's room, watching the sweet girl, who tangled in bed
sheets and cheeks rosy, slept peacefully. There 's something bewitching about
her, Marianne thought. The soft glow from Ella's fairy night-light made her
dewy, unadulterated skin glisten, and the typically unruly golden curls
framing her face were matted down with the warmth radiating from her.
Marianne liked to come here at night whenever her insomnia plagued
her. Her husband, Robert, slept like a rock each night and thinking that she
should too, continued to prescribe her sleeping medication. The fact was that
Marianne felt more at ease at night-she felt more like herself. She could
observe without being observed; she could gaze at Ella without Ella's
piercing blue eyes invading her very soul and unearthing poorly buried selfdoubt and fear. It was as if at nighttime, while Marianne was being
hypnotized by the rise and fall of Ella's small chest, a long-awaited sinew of
hope connected mother and daughter and together they dreamed the darkness
into light.
Realizing it would be morning soon, Marianne returned to her room
and deftly slipped into bed beside her husband. As she stared through the
ceiling, she remembered the moment they found out she was pregnant five
years ago. She had grabbed one of the pregnancy tests from underneath the
sink in the bathroom, while Robert calmly waited outside the door. As she

ill
waited for the results, she remembered Robert's reassuring words: "Don't worry if it's

negative, honey, we can always go see a specialist like we talked about." Despite his
encouragement, Marianne could sense a force behind his words, and when he looked
down at her through his dark-rimmed glasses, she knew he was really saying "it's your
fault; you don't want this child." Therefore when the plus sign appeared, she burst out
of the bathroom door, tears streaming, to embrace her relieved husband.
Marianne awoke in the morning to peals of laughter from downstairs. She
reached out her right arm to feel the place her husband occupied had long grown cold.
Propping herself up on one elbow, she looked at the clock: 9 A.M. She rose, put on her
robe, and tentatively made her way to Ella's bedroom. The room had lost its magic
since the night before, and the nightlight that had emitted an enchanted glow was now
overpowered by the pure white light that pushed through the sheer purple curtains. In
an effort to once again feel connected, Marianne ventured to touch her daughter's
pillow, softly scented with her apple shampoo; she lovingly placed her hand in the
indent where Ella's head had been. It had been rough for her, becoming a mother. She
was so excited to have Ella-they both were, but things changed. Marianne became
very sick after Ella was born; plagued by nightmares of hurting her own baby, she had
sunk into a deep depression-so low she didn't want to see or touch Ella. Marianne let
out a cleansing sigh; things were better now. Finally ready to meet the gaze of her
husband and daughter, she headed downstairs.
"Where's my little nymph? Where can she be??" Robert called out.
"Here, Daddy!!!" Ella jumped out from wherever she was hiding.

"I'm gonna get you!" Robert playfully growled, as he scooped her up and
began to tickle her mercilessly. The two, fed by each other's laughter, were giggling
uncontrollably. Marianne watched this scene from the last step; she felt like a peeping
tom, watching an intimate scene not intended for her eyes. Robert has always had a
way with c~ildren, she thought to herself, and she longingly watched the interaction.
Her right foot remained poised to finally reach the living room floor and she
unwittingly stepped down, sounding a thump so loud it seemed to stop the world. The
incessant giggles came to a halt, and Marianne felt like she had just trampled in a
delicately planted garden.
"Hey, good morning sweetie, how are you feeling?" Robert scrambled to get
up from the floor as he fingered through his wavy brown hair and readjusted his
glasses; he was tall and lean-a geek in high school, but had matured into an attractive,
successful man.
"Did you sleep last night? Cause you slept pretty late this morning. We didn't
want to wake you, did we El ?"
Ella was standing behind Robert's leg clutching his flannel pajamas, playing
her never ending game of hide-and-go-seek.
"Robert, I'm fine." Marianne responded, giving him an arch look. Robert, ever
the psychiatrist, was constantly evaluating her state of mental health; she often futilely
reminded him that she was not one of his out-patient crazies.
"Hi Ella, I can see you!" Marianne bent over to peak at Ella through Robert's
legs. Ella gave her a classic penetrating stare with her lower lip contorted into a
pouting frown, and she ran upstairs to her room. Robert, having watched this brief
interaction, looked nervously at Marianne, waiting for her response so he could treat
her accordingly; she just turned into the kitchen and poured some coffee into a mug,
holding it so tightly her knuckles turned white.
"So, here's the plan. I promised I would take El to the beach today, but I got
paged while you were still sleeping-! have to have an emergency session today. So
I'll drop El off at daycare on my way, ok?" Just like Robert-incessant planner.
"Why don't I take her to the beach?" Marianne questioned in a feigned
nonchalance, eyes down, staring at the black liquid in her mug. Inside, her body was
wincing, waiting for the ...
"Well, hm. Mar, I don't know. You didn't sleep last night-you're probably
not up for it. Ella can be quite a handful." Marianne met his therapist "!-know-whatyou're-going-through" look with fiery eyes, waiting for him to counter a better excuse.
"Why don't I just drop her off at daycare, and we can go out for dinner
tonight-the three of us ... " It wasn't really a suggestion, it was an order.
"Robert-l'm not sick anymore" Marianne whispered angrily. His eyebrows
rose; she had caught him off-guard.
"I know you're not, sweetie, it's just that. .. "
"Why won't you let me spend time with our daughter??" Her voice rose and as
hard as she tried to hold them back, tears began burning her eyes. Ella, who had heard
her mother's angry voice, came downstairs. She slipped her small hand into Robert's.
"Daddy? Why is Mommy crying?"
Robert looked down at Ella and giving her hand a squeeze, said: "Because she doesn't
feel good, honey."

fear not

thumb to cheek sweeps
tears away that fill
and flooding quit the grooves
upon your face, carved
by worries entertained, those
other worldly apprehensions.
the ones i missed,
from cheek to chin
run down a lowered gaze.
and in your lap, hands
twist tissue. would
He have you live this way?
-Bob Fischer

For Adam, (Not Toby):
He said he couldn't live without me as his.
(An earnest attempt at romantic faithfulness, I suppose.)
But for me and you,
it seems enough, just knowing the other exists.
background of my mind, like the hum of the fridge or the
trickle of water,
Do you remember that night in the woods?
We held each other
closer than even lovers could,
knowing we can't grow cold and false, and fade.
We recalled past loneliness
and you wondered aloud
if our sadnesses,
as if they were ghosts, distant and unacquainted at the time,
had risen up and mingled in the sky.
perhaps I breathed in just then,
and that is why
you smell like poetry to me.
Your lips may not be mine to kiss,
but if I could, I'd make love to everything that comes out of
them.
Jessica Allen

Johnny's House
Pete Lobczowski

One of my earliest memories of the house at 3984 Ridgelea Drive is of my dad tearing
down the wall separating our living room from the stairs leading up to the apartment we
used to rent out. The tenant had just moved out, and my two brothers and I were
outgrowing our willingness to share a room. The addition of the rooms upstairs would
double the size of our living space, but first there had to be a lot of changes-the stove and
refrigerator had to be removed, the bathroom remodeled, and all of our belongings moved
upstairs. The majority of this work my dad did by himself.
He was a "do-it-yourselfer" for as long as I can remember. The summer after joining
the apartment with the rest of the house, he built a fort in the back yard for my brothers and
I. There was a sandbox on the ground, above which, perched on top of four supportive
beams in the corners, sat a square, roofed structure which could take the form of a castle, a
spaceship, any other adventurous setting. This fort, along with our large, open side yard
(exactly the perfect size for football or baseball), made our house the most popular hangout
in the neighborhood. We even had several climbable trees away from the field. My
favorites were the two apple trees, with their fat, gnarled branches that were easy to grab
onto and looked old and enchanted. Their small green apples also made highly effective
explosive projectiles.
When I was nine years old, my brothers and I received a rude lesson in zoning laws.
The man who actually owned the large field beside our house apparently did not like so
many children playing on his property. We had always thought of it as ours-we mowed it
and watered it when needed. He told our parents that we were not to set foot on the
property again. Having never heard the word "liability" before, we hated him for what he
had done. We wanted blood. "Look at it this way," our dad told us. "It's less lawn to mow."
It wasn't the best revenge, but we were satisfied with the decrease in workload.
Over the years, our house continued to grow. We hired professionals for some of the
heavier jobs, like adding on a garage and a family room, but since most of them were my
dad's friends, he was allowed to work along with them. My brothers and I used to watch
through the windows as the men raised the wooden skeletons of walls. The first project we
were old enough to help with was the addition of a back porch. We had hammered on
previous jobs before, but this time we were allowed to operate the tools. We took turns
measuring, cutting, and nailing. When everything was in place, we helped our mom stain
the wood. When it was dry we all sat on the edge and ate fat slices of watermelon, spitting
the seeds as far as we could into the yard.
That winter my parents separated. My mom moved into an apartment a few miles
away, and my brothers and I helped move out everything she had decided to bring. We
packed all of it into a huge moving truck and took it all in one trip. We each crammed our

personal stuff into a laundry basket. After unloading the truckload into the cramped
apartment, we spent two weeks living there, and then moved back to our dad's house for two
weeks. That was the arrangement we had decided on with the attorneys, and that was how
we lived for two years.
Living with our dad was like having our own place. We usually went the whole two
weeks without doing the dishes once. We never had to strain to hear the TV over the sound
of the vacuum cleaner. There was all manner of junk food, microwaveable dinners, and soft
drinks available to us. We were allowed to have friends over whenever we wanted without
asking permission first. Before long we were referring to him as "John" to our friends, which
eventually evolved into calling him "Johnny" (or sometimes "Papa Johnny," for style points)
even in his presence.
The house did not approve of our lawlessness. That first winter the basement flooded,
covering everything less than a foot above the floor in water, and lending the stench of
mildew to everything else. Some of our favorite childhood toys were ruined. In the spring
one of the apple trees was struck by lightning and split in half. The other one had to be
chopped down due to some kind of tree disease that was rotting it from the inside out. Piece
by piece, things began to fall apart.
When my older brother turned sixteen, he was in charge of taking us back and forth
every two weeks from one home to the other. We became very lax in our dedication to
following the arrangement. It was increasingly harder to pack our belongings into little
laundry baskets every other week. Gradually we began staying with our mom longer and
longer, until eventually we lived with Johnny less than half as often as we were supposed to.
Now that we have all moved away to college, my brothers and I only see our dad a
handful of times a year. The rest of the time he lives in the house with a black cat named
Cat. One look at the furniture would tell you that Cat still has her claws, but Johnny doesn't
seem to mind.
I've often wondered what would make him stop caring like that, but could never
bring myself to ask him. The discussion would probably gravitate toward what made him
put so much of himself into the house in the first place. What if it stopped being worth the
effort once that was gone? No, it's easier just to wonder than to know for sure.

